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The Ideal Solution for Gaming PCs
Named after the powerful shield of Greek gods, Aegis symbolizes strength and power. This new addition of DDR4 memory to the
AEGIS family of gaming memory is designed for upgraded performance and high stability on the latest PC gaming systems. Give the
quality performance boost your gaming rig deserves, no matter the game. Whether it’s FPS, RTS, MOBA, or MMORPG, let AEGIS
Gaming DDR4 Memory be the strength of your gaming arsenal!

Designed for Gamers
Available from a standard starting speed of DDR4-2133MHz, give the performance of your system a boost by increasing the amount
of transfers per second. The new DDR4 memory is compatible with the latest 6th Generation Intel® Core™ processors with the cutting-
edge hardware technology to ensure smooth gaming for the newest games.

Built for Quality
Built with the highest quality of hand-selected ICs and tested with G.SKILL's rigorous validation process on all major performance
motherboard brands, the AEGIS Gaming DDR4 Memory is designed for the best compatibility and stability the widest selection of
motherboards.

Power Efficient
Designed with a low voltage of 1.2V~1.35V at DDR4 standard, this lowers the memory voltage requirement by 20% from DDR3
memory kits! Now your system can perform even faster without becoming an expensive appliance heater.
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transfers per second. The new DDR4 memory is compatible with the latest 6th Generation Intel® Core™ processors with the cutting-
edge hardware technology to ensure smooth gaming for the newest games.

Built for Quality
Built with the highest quality of hand-selected ICs and tested with G.SKILL's rigorous validation process on all major performance
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Power Efficient
Designed with a low voltage of 1.2V~1.35V at DDR4 standard, this lowers the memory voltage requirement by 20% from DDR3
memory kits! Now your system can perform even faster without becoming an expensive appliance heater.

G.Skill Aegis F4-3200C16S-8GIS, 8 GB, 1 x 8 GB, DDR4, 3200 MHz, 288-pin DIMM

G.Skill Aegis F4-3200C16S-8GIS. Component for: PC/Server, Internal memory: 8 GB, Memory layout (modules x size): 1 x 8 GB,
Internal memory type: DDR4, Memory clock speed: 3200 MHz, Memory form factor: 288-pin DIMM, CAS latency: 16

 

Merkmale

  

Logistics data

Harmonized System (HS)
code

84733020

 

Features

Buffered memory type Unregistered (unbuffered)
CAS latency 16
Internal memory 8 GB
Memory layout (modules x size) 1 x 8 GB
Internal memory type DDR4
Memory clock speed 3200 MHz
Component for PC/Server
Memory form factor 288-pin DIMM
ECC N
Memory channels Single-channel
Memory voltage 1.35 V
Intel Extreme Memory Profile
(XMP)

Y

Intel Extreme Memory Profile
(XMP) version

2.0

SPD profile Y
SPD voltage 1.2 V
SPD latency 38
SPD speed 2133 MHz

 

  Preisänderungen und Irrtümer vorbehalten. Alle Produkte solange der Vorrat reicht.  
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